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Abstract 

Background: Nursing profession and professional organizations are formed recently in Iran and 

nursing promotion and empowerment is associated with nurses’ commitment. Professional 

commitment is the feeling of identification and dependence to the profession. Providing the 

strategies for leading nurses perform nursing activities more professionally is one of the 

priorities of the profession. Professional commitment is recognized as the most important factor 

in providing staffs with positive professional behaviors. This study is designed to provide a 

model for professional commitment in clinical nurses. 

Method: It is a qualitative study in grounded theory approach. The study participants were 21 

nurses, nursing supervisors and nursing managers. The sampling process was initiated with 

purposive sampling and continued with theoretical sampling. The data gathered in 14 months, 

through semi-structured interviews. The data was analyzed based on the paradigmatic model of 

grounded theory analyzing provided by Strauss and Corbin 1998. 

Findings: In open coding 28 initial categories was obtained. In axial coding, these initial codes 

set in four main categories. The main categories include "challenges of the person and family", 

"interactions between the person, the profession and the organization", "promotion of 

professional role" and "belonging and be in love with the profession". In selective coding “from 

acceptance to believing” was recognized as the core variable. The emergent theory named “from 

acceptance to believing” and the grounded theory model was promoted. 

Conclusion: formation of professional commitment is a process that rooted in personal thoughts, 

believes and views. Nurses enter this profession with an initial commitment. The professional 

organizations have key role in promotion and training of nurses’ commitment. Also, nursing 

managers have the most important role in promotion of professional commitment. The 

professional commitment model “from acceptance to believing” was introduced according to the 

data. The commitment stages include initial acceptance, empowerment of professional role and 

belonging to the profession. Nurses, nursing managers and health care system are three main 

factors which effect on nurses professional commitment. Providing sufficient nurses in clinical 

settings, using nursing care models and set aside the routine based activities, establishing proper 

relationship between nurses and managers, providing respectful behaviors, making good 

facilities for nurses in hospitals, modifying the evaluation systems to recognizing competent 

nurses and appreciate them, would be helpful in providing professional commitment. 
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